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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words):
The present study is designed to obtain mean predicted performance (MPPs) for the 9-and 17-job families, using composites based on 7 ASVAB tests, using a triple cross-validation design permitting completely unbiased estimates of MPP. White the authors have previously computed MPPs for 9 and 17 family composites, they have not been computed for composites that have had all hierarchical effects removed by a transformation to the Army conventional standard score (ACSS) scale (with its use of equal means and equal standard deviations). The specific research objectives are as follows: 1. To compute regression weights for the 7 ASVAB tests to form assignment composites corresponding to the two alternative second-tier structures (9 or 17 families) and to determine the classification efficiency in terms of MPP that would result from the use of all positive weights and the conversion of the composite scores into the ACSS scale. Weights are corrected first for unreliability of the criterion and, then, for restriction in range effects due to assignment from an Army input population to MOS samples. The weights are applied to test scores of independent samples to obtain back (biased) and cross (unbiased) MPPs.
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To obtain MPPs for the two sets of job families for the youth population as described in (1) above. This involves a correction due to assignment from the Army input population into Army jobs, and then a separate restriction in range correction due to selection from the youth population into the Army. 3.
To compare MPPs for the two sets of job families for the Army Input/youth populations. 4.
To evaluate the relative value of the two sets of job families taking into account MPPs and composite validity coefficients, used in establishing cut scores for the ACSS scale.
ii Table of Table 5 : MPPs and SDs for 9 Job Families for the Army Population (7 ASVAB Tests)…………………21 Table 6 : MPPs and SDs for 9 Job Families for the Youth Population (7 ASVAB Tests)………….…..…22 classification system that will be tested as part of the ongoing Enlisted Personnel Allocation System (EPAS) field evaluation test. The proposed system uses an invisible or black-box first tier in which separate assignment variables (AVs) are computed for 150 job families. The first tier AVs are to be used in assigning recruits to entry-level MOS. The second tier consists of either 9 or 17 job families to be used in recruiting, counseling and administration. These 9 or 17 aptitude area (AA) scores, each corresponding to a job family, would be recorded on the personnel records of each soldier.
The principal research finding of the proposed two-tiered system was that the unbiased overall mean predicted performance (MPP) of the 150 job family structure was .195, compared to the MPP of the then-existing unit-weighted AA operational system of .023, a gain of more than eight fold. The unbiased overall MPP for the second tier 17 job families was .145. The 17 family structure was obtained by shredding the existing AA families within the boundaries of the operational classification families to maximize the Horst index of classification efficiency. The 9-family composites were found to have an overall MPP of .123, more than five times greater than the unit-weighted AA composites. The research utilized data obtained from the Army's Skill Qualification Test (SQT) program over the 1987 -1989 period. Since the publication of the Zeidner, et al. August, 2000 study, DOD decided to reduce the 9 ASVAB tests to 7 tests by removing the Numerical Operations (NO) and Clerical Speed (CS) tests from the battery. The tests were dropped from the battery in part because of the difficulty of maintaining computer-administered speeded tests and in part because of the small contribution that NO and CS made to predictive validity in the selection process.
OBJECTIVES
The present study is designed to obtain MPPs for the 9-and 17-job families, using composites based on 7 ASVAB tests, using a triple cross-validation design permitting completely unbiased estimates of MPP. While we have previously computed MPPs for 9 and 17 family composites, they have not been computed for composites that have had all hierarchical effects 1 The authors recently conducted a comprehensive examination of validities embracing the proposed first tier (150 job families), the second tier (17 job families), and the interim LSE battery (composed of the 7-test ASVAB for 9 operational job families) -see Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky, and Weldon (November 2002) . Composite validities are often used as a conventional index of merit in selection programs and they are also used in the process of establishing cut scores for jobs, generally employing youth population validities. Validity coefficients, being one component of the computational process, are not as meaningful an index of merit as differential validities or, even more significantly, MPP in classification.
removed by a transformation to the Army conventional standard score (ACSS) scale (with its use of equal means and equal standard deviations).
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The ABC (triple cross-validation) design is used in simulation experiments, permitting completely unbiased estimates of MPP (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, August, 2000) .
The independent estimate of criterion scores is based on pure least squares estimates (LSEs) using either positive or negative weights. These weights are corrected for restriction in range to the youth population. The estimate of predicted criterion scores for computing MPPs uses weights computed in the analysis sample to obtain pure LSEs of the criterion. These weights are permitted to be either positive or negative, in contrast to the LSEs from an independent analysis sample that are used to make assignments. The assignment LSEs are constrained to be all positive.
The specific research objectives are as follows:
1. To compute regression weights for the 7 ASVAB tests to form assignment composites corresponding to the two alternative second-tier structures (9 or 17 families) and to determine the classification efficiency in terms of MPP that would result from the use of all positive weights and 2 An earlier study (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky, & Weldon, December 2000) was undertaken to determine the effect on classification of reducing the ASVAB from 9 to 7 tests by dropping NO and CS. It was found that the unbiased overall MPP for classification was significantly lowered by 6.2 percent in the total sample for the 150 job family and by 8.7 percent for a 66 job family structure. 4 the conversion of the composite scores into the ACSS scale. Weights are corrected first for unreliability of the criterion and, then, for restriction in range effects due to assignment from an Army input population to MOS samples. The weights are applied to test scores of independent samples to obtain back (biased) and cross (unbiased) MPPs.
2. To obtain MPPs for the two sets of job families for the youth population as described in (1) above. This involves a correction due to assignment from the Army input population into Army jobs, and then a separate restriction in range correction due to selection from the youth population into the Army. 4. To evaluate the relative value of the two sets of job families taking into account MPPs and composite validity coefficients, used in establishing cut scores for the ACSS scale.
METHOD
The triple cross-validity design previously used in a number of ARI funded research studies on personnel classification efficiency were accomplished using 9 ASVAB tests whose validity coefficients were corrected for restriction-in-range to the Army input population (AIP). These prior studies also used regression weights that were not constrained to be positive, and usually the composites were not constrained to have equal standard deviations. These conditions contrast with the characteristics of the interim LSE composites; the latter are based on seven tests with validity coefficients corrected for restriction-in-range to the youth population (YP), and use least square weights that are constrained to be all positive. Since the estimation of the classification efficiency of composites proposed for operational use is the objective of this study, composite weights are selected that maximize the validity coefficient obtainable from using all positive weights, even if one or more of the 7 tests cannot be utilized in a particular composite under this constraint. This study will provide the classification efficiency of several sets of composites formed using the 7 ASVAB tests. These composites will use only positive weights, and classification efficiency will be computed in terms of mean predicted performance (MPP) after optimal assignment to job families. The standard deviations of each set of composites will be constrained to be equal within each set to correspond with the composites previously used operationally by the Army. MPP values will also be computed for the previously operational unit-weighted composites, using the 7 (retained) ASVAB tests and validity coefficients corrected to the AIP or YP.
The scores for the nine interim best weighted composites are obtained operationally by applying least square weights (u j ) to the operational test scores and adding a raw score regression constant (k). The same composite scores can be obtained by applying standard score weights (betas) to statistical standard scores based on estimates of the population means and standard deviations. The latter approach will be used in this study.
Unbiased MPP results will be obtained by using the triple cross-validation design which requires the use of three independent samples: (1) the "analysis sample" for computing the best weights for the composites used for making assignments; (2) the "evaluation" sample for computing the regression weights used in computing predicted performance scores (after optimal assignments are made); and (3) the "cross" sample which supplies the test scores to which the weights from the first two samples are applied in order to both make optimal assignments and to compute MPPs. The beta weights computed in the analysis sample will be constrained to be 6 positive, while the betas computed in the evaluation sample will be permitted to be either positive or negative in order to provide true least square estimates based on the 7 ASVAB tests.
Samples A and B are used as the analysis and evaluation samples and a smaller Sample C is used as the cross sample. Each MPP reported in this study will be the average of an MPP in which Sample A is the analysis sample and a corresponding MPP in which Sample B is the analysis sample. The triple cross-validation design is depicted in Figure 1 .
When the regression weights are being corrected to the AIP, the test scores in Sample C are converted to statistical standard scores (SSSs), using the test means and standard deviations (SDs) computed in the analysis sample, for the application of the analysis sample weights. Similarly, the test means and standard deviations computed in the evaluation sample are used to compute SSSs against which the application of evaluation sample weights are made. This approach was also utilized in the more recent of the prior triple cross-validation studies in which MPP was computed.
When the regression weights are being corrected to the YP, the test scores in Sample C are converted to SSSs using the YP test means of 50 and SDs of 10, regardless of whether Sample A or B is used as the analysis sample.
The correction of regression weights for restriction-in-range follow the procedures described in the Appendix. MPPs for the three sets of composites will be separately computed using weights and validity coefficients corrected to the YP and the AIP. 
Total Empirical Sample RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 17-Job Family Second-Tier Structure Table 1 shows the 17 job families (1989 MOS vintage) used in this study. The 17 job families were derived by shredding out the 9 job families structure, which is currently used in the interim operational battery. An examination of Table 1 shows that the 17 family structure provides for a more homogeneous and rational clusters of job families than does the 9-family structure shown in Table 4 . The total sample size used in the triple-cross validation design (A+B+C) for the computation of all MPPs is 260,000. scale. This is due to the loss of validity-based hierarchical effects (capitalizing on variations in standard deviations proportional to validities) that results from the use of the ACSS scale (Zeidner, et al., Aug. 2000) . In the system envisioned by the authors, the first tier is to be used in making initial job assignments based on predicted performance of each of the 150-job families and the use of the second tier system would need a lesser degree of classification efficiency for purposes of counseling and for setting cut scores. In practice, very low cut scores are used and the vast majority of recruits qualify for most jobs. However, if the interim operational ACSS scale is used for assignment, there would be, as noted, a significant reduction in classification efficiency.
As noted earlier, only positive weights are used in the computation of MPPs; fortunately, employing positive weights reduces MPPs by only a trivial amount. Note that of the 17 unbiased
MPPs given in A constraint on the operational assignment system could be imposed to prevent MPPs for any job family dropping below a minimum MPP value of zero. However, in previous research (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, August, 2000) it was found that such a constraint resulted in a considerable reduction in overall MPP. Table 3 shows the MPPs for the 17-families for the youth population. The overall MPP is .280, but it is important to stress that the MPP in this computation reflects both selection and classification effects.
The overall mean of the sample C composite scores, prior to assignment, provides a measure of the overall MPP due to selection effects. We found this MPP to be equal to .200.
This value represents the effect on MPP of selecting the Army input from the youth population.
Such selection effects may be attributable to such factors as AFQT standards, educational levels, medical requirements and several other standards or requirements. Thus, in the youth population, of the MPP of .280, about .080 or only 30 percent of the total MPP is due to classification. In contrast, we found in an earlier study that 55 percent was due to classification and 45 percent was due to selection when only the selection effect of AFQT was considered in screening the youth population to obtain the Army input sample (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, August, 2000) .
Note that in Table 3 , only one of 17 families has a negative MPP of -.046 in the youth population compared to seven negative families in the Army population, although both samples have similar overall MPPs.
Again, we note much reduced MPPs for the 17-job families attributable to classification in the youth population. This reflects removal of hierarchical effects due to the use of the ACSS scale that stipulates equal variances among composites. The 9-Job Family Structure Table 4 shows the 9-job family structure (1989 vintage MOS) . This is actually the same structure being employed in the Army interim operational battery. Because there are only 9 job families, or clusters, they are comprised of more diverse families compared to the more homogeneous 17-family structure shown in Table 1 . Table 6 shows an overall MPP of .272 for the nine composites in the youth population.
Again, as noted earlier, only about .07 is attributable to classification (.272 -.200). All MPPs are positive for these 9 composites in this population. Table 7 shows a comparison of the two sets of families (17-and 9-job families and 7 ASVAB tests) for the Army and youth populations. We find only a negligible difference of less than .01 between the MPPs for both Army and youth populations. 
Comparison of MPPs for the Two Job Families for Army/Youth Populations
Comparison of Sets of Families with Varying Tests
In an earlier study employing LSEs and statistical standard scores, the composites for the 17-job family, based on 9 ASVAB tests (17/9) showed an overall mean MPP difference of about .02 greater than the composites for the 9-job families, also based on 9 ASVAB tests (9/9) for the Army population (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, August, 2000) . In the present study, we computed these sets of MPPs to show each individual family MPP (in addition to the overall MPPs) but with a conversion to the ACSS scale. Table 8 shows the MPPs for 17/9 and Table 9 shows the MPPs for the 9/9. Here we find the overall difference is less than .01. Proportionately, examining the 17/7 (Table 7) with the 9/7 (Table 5) for the ACSS scale, we get comparable reductions. For convenience, these results are also shown in Table 10 . Since the interim operational battery uses the ACSS scale, with equal means and equal standard deviations, the MPP advantage of 17/7 over 9/7 is almost trivial (.009). Note:
(1) MPPs are for composites based on the Army Conventional Standard Score (ACSS) Scale.
(2) In the Army population, the weighted average validity of 17/7 composites is .479 and for the 9/7 composites is .478. In the youth population the composite validities are .542 and .541, respectively. (See Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, Oct. 2002.) As noted, the ACSS scale also is used to establish minimum cut scores for assignment purposes. Here, the validity coefficients of composites must also be considered to assess the relative advantage of the 17/7 family set over the 9/7 family set. In the footnote of Table 10, we give the validities for the two sets of families for the Army and youth populations. The values for the sets of families are nearly identical (.479 vs. .478 for the Army and .542 vs. .541 for the youth population). Thus, comparing both sets of MPPs and validities for the ACSS scale, the 9/7 set is about equivalent to the 17/7 family with respect to either selection or classification efficiency.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The primary focus of the present study was to obtain MPPs for the Army's interim composites based on the 7 test operational battery, composites that employ the Army conventional standard score (ACSS) scale with equal means and equal standard deviations for its 26 nine composites. Interim composites based on the existing 9 job families based on the 7-ASVAB test battery (9/7) are contrasted with composites for 17-job families, 7-ASVAB tests (17/7). Weights are corrected first for unreliability of the criteria and, then, for restriction in range effects due to assignment from an Army input population to MOS samples. Weights are applied to test scores of an independent sample to obtain back and cross MPPs. Youth population values involve an additional separate restriction-in-range correction due to selection from the youth population into the Army.
The study found that an MPP loss of only .009 was incurred due to the reduction from 17/7 to 9/7. However, a comparison of 17/9 with 9/7 shows a significant MPP loss of .017.
Although the former 9 ASVAB test composites are not a viable current alternative, the use of the 9/7 interim battery rather than a 17/9 battery incurs a 21% reduction in MPP for composites using the ACSS scale (which does not capitalize on hierarchical effects).
Fortunately, the overall composite validity coefficient of .54 in the youth population (used in computing cut scores) is essentially the same for both the 9/7 interim composites and for the 17/7 composites on the ACSS scale.
Conclusions
The Army has decided to use an operational battery of 7 ASVAB tests and 9 interim best weighted composites. The "best weighted" LSE composites have been transformed into the Army's conventional scale, eliminating hierarchical effects from the composites. This use of the ACSS scale results in a major reduction in MPP. This and other potential, but lesser, reductions due to constraining optimal assignments to remove negative MPPs in each family and the use of only positive test weights further reduce MPP, but by only relatively trivial amounts.
Given that composites will continue to be converted to the ACSS scale, the use of 17/7 composites rather than the 9/7 scale each with equal composite validities would be of no practical significance.
The recommendation of the authors for a two-tiered system remains (Zeidner, Johnson, Vladimirsky & Weldon, Aug. 2000) . The first tier, the invisible system, provides the 150-jobfamily assignment system and has an MPP of about .190 (with optimal assignment) for a 7 ASVAB test battery. The second tier, the visible system, could use the current 9 interim operational composites. Since it would be used primarily for record keeping, counseling and possibly for determining cut scores, the loss of MPP would not impact classification efficiency.
The change in the authors' recommendation concerning the second tier has been brought about by the results of this study which do not show a non-trivial advantage for the 17/7 composites and, also, by the reduction of the ASVAB from 9 to 7 tests. Given these conditions, the impact on MPP of 17-over 9-job families appears to lie in the appearance of greater homogeneity of the 17 composites.
Introduction
This appendix will focus on how to obtain the AA composite regression weights (referred to as "u and k" values) for operational use in the applicant Youth Population. 3 The validity coefficients we wish to maximize in the Youth Population actually exist only in doubly restricted MOS samples containing the Skill Qualifications Test (SQT) criterion in the 1987 -1989 research data set. Appropriate corrections have to be made to these restricted validity coefficients to obtain unrestricted validity coefficients that, if subjected to restriction in range effects, would equal what was obtained in the MOS samples. We also have to estimate what the criterion standard deviation (SD) would have to be in the unrestricted population to yield the criterion SDs observed in the MOS samples. The Army operational process involves an applicant Youth Population from which selfselection first occurs, and then the Recruiting Command selects some and rejects others using tests, medical examinations, security investigations etc. This results in an Army Input Population from which classification and assignment procedures and further self selection create the 150 MOS samples, each with its separate SQT criterion measure. Thus there is a selection stage and a classification and assignment stage, with a restriction in range effect on both test scores and hypothetical criterion scores occurring at both stages. If we confined selection effects to the impact of the AFQT screen, the two kinds of effects would have to be corrected in a sequential manner. However, since we are not restricting ourselves to such a limited selection effect, and are instead considering all effects on the subtest co-variances at each restriction stage, we can correct validity coefficients and criterion SDs directly to the Youth Population.
Our correction process for restriction in range involves contrasting, separately for each MOS, the within-MOS subtest variance/co-variances against the Youth Population operational test variance/co-variances. The differences in the variance/co-variances across the unrestricted and the restricted samples for variables specified as explicitly selected variables are the measures of the magnitude of the restriction effect. For our purposes we use all ASVAB subtests as the explicitly restricted variables and we designate the criterion variables as the implicitly restricted variables that are restricted to the extent that they are predicted by the explicitly restricted variables.
Using this concept we can calculate the effect selection has on subtest scores and can then calculate the further effect classification and assignment has on test scores in the Army Input Population -to arrive at the doubly restricted subtest scores in the MOS samples. Considering the correlation of the subtest scores with the criterion scores and the amount of restriction occurring at each stage, we can determine the restriction effect on the hypothetical criterion scores and then provide a correction extending from the MOS criterion scores to the less restricted populations where the criterion scores exist only as a function of the subtest scores (i.e., as predicted criterion scores).
Approach
There is more than one algebraically equivalent way of providing operational u and k values when criterion scores are only available on the doubly restricted MOS samples. We will use an approach that utilizes the equality of G-weights computed in the restricted and the unrestricted population (using Gulliksen's formulation as described below). The G-weights computed in the restricted population samples will be used as a substitute for the unobtainable Gweights in the unrestricted population in Gulliksen's formula for computing the criterion variance in the unrestricted population.
1. Consider the matrix of G-weights, G, in each MOS sample. Our use for G is as an entry value in Gulliksen's formula (see below). The corrected validity coefficients, obtained with the use of the formula at either or both the Army Input Population and Youth Population points, were then employed in computing Beta weights in the Youth Population. Note that this correction must be made from each MOS sample to the Youth population to produce validity coefficients corrected for restriction in range. These corrected MOS validity coefficients are then aggregated into a corrected validity for each specified family, using acquisition values to weight the MOS validity coefficients corrected to the Youth Population.
2. Visualize a composite computed for an individual by summing the product of each subtest standard score and B. The best weighted composite XB will have a SD equal to the validity of predicted performance (PP) in the Youth Population if the elements of the V matrix used in computing B are validity coefficients corrected for restriction in range to represent the Youth Population, and the R matrix consists of the inter-correlation coefficients among subtests as expected in the Youth Population. The criterion variables, predicted as least square estimates (LSEs) by the PP composites, have a SD equal to 1.0 in the restricted MOS samples, while the hypothetical unrestricted criterion variables would have larger SDs in the less restricted populations. Compute the Youth Population beta weights as follows:
where R is the Youth Population matrix of subtest inter-correlation coefficients and V is the matrix of validity coefficients corrected to the Youth Population. Looking at the formula in more detail, R = S x C xx S x , and V T = S x C xc S c, where C represents criterion / subtest variance and co-variances found in Gulliksen's formulae, and S represents a diagonal matrix where each diagonal element is equal to a reciprocal of a SD.
3. Compute b-weights by converting the Beta weights computed in step 2. The b-weights that are appropriate to apply to operational test scores to obtain a least squares estimate (LSE) of the criterion can be defined in terms of the Beta weights, the SDs of the subtests, and the SDs of the criterion scores. These b-weights applied to the operational test scores would provide a composite that, if the appropriate regression constant were subtracted, would have a mean of 50 and a SD less than 10 (because of the effects of the positive inter-correlation coefficients among the subtests). The b-weights are computed, ignoring the regression constants, as follows:
where t represents a subtest, SD t = 10, and c represents the criterion variable.
4. The composite computed in step 3 will have a SD less than 10. We wish to convert this composite to have a SD of 20. To do this we will multiply each b-weight by a composite multiplier (CM) that will convert the composite to have a SD of 20 without affecting the composite mean. CM can be computed as follows. The algorithms we use to correct for restriction in range due to "selection" effects are developed and described by Gulliksen (1950) 5 . His development is based on a model that visualizes the presence of both explicit and implicit selection processes in the unrestricted population, and the presence of both explicitly and implicitly selected variables in the restricted population. Thus, both explicit and implicit variables are present in both the unrestricted and restricted populations. The author shows, in the context of this model, relationships among the restricted and unrestricted variances/co-variances without relaxing flexibility as to which population contains the unknowns that cannot be directly computed but can be determined on the basis of the relationships defined in his model. The Gulliksen formulae for correcting variances and/or co-variances for restriction in range effects are based on Lawley's (1943) assumptions that include the following: (1) that the regression of the implicitly restricted variables on the explicitly restricted predictors is linear; (2) that the co-variance of the restricted variables exhibit homoscedasticity; and (3) that the Gweights for application to the population variance-covariance matrix of operational test scores (explicitly restricted variables, e.g., sub-tests) are invariant to the effects of restriction (as defined). Thus it is assumed that G = (C xx ) -1 (C xc )
T can be computed in a restricted population sample and substituted in formulae for use in the unrestricted population where a G-weight is to be entered. Gulliksen's formula 42, used to compute criterion variance in the Youth Population, requires such an entry. This criterion variance is essential for converting Beta-weights into b-weights and obviously cannot be directly computed in the Youth Population.
As previously stated, our objective is to have an algorithm replete with valid formulae that will convert operational test scores into LSEs of the criterion (i.e. PP composites) in a scale appropriate for use in the indicated population.
Application of Formulae 37 and 42
Applying combined formulae 37 and 42 to one criterion variable at a time, and making small changes in Gulliksen's notation, we can compute the squared SD of each Youth Population criterion variable associated with each job family. This result can be described as the Youth Population criterion variance, or YPCV: YPCV = 1.0 + C xc (C xx ) -1 ( ( *C xx ) (C xx ) -1 -I )( C xc ) T , where ( C xc ) is a 9 by 1 vector of co-variances between the criterion variable and each of the 9 tests, C xx is a 9 by 9 matrix of co-variances among 9 tests using the operational test scores, and vectors are denoted by underlining. Note that the asterisk matrix, e.g. *C, indicates computation in the unrestricted (i.e. Youth Population) sample.
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The R matrix has the following relationship with the C xx matrix: R = S x C xx S x , 6 Note that YPCV can also be written as follows: YPCV = 1.0 + (W T )(*C xx W -(C xc ) T ),
where W = (C xx ) -1 (C xc ) T , a 9 by 1 vector of regression weights for a specified job family. W will also be recognized as one column of the G matrix.
where S is a diagonal matrix for which the diagonal elements are equal to the reciprocals of the SDs of either the subtests or the criterion variable in either the MOS sample or the Youth Population, as indicated.
The *C xc T matrix is derived from the Gulliksen formula as:
(*C xc ) T = (*C xx ) (G) = (*C xx ) (C xx ) -1 (C xc ) T .
Note that one column of *C xc T is ( C xc ) T , a vector used in the computation of YPCV. The validity matrix (*V T ) required to compute Beta weights in the Youth Population has the following relationship with the *C xc T vector:
one column of *V T is (*S x ) (*C xc ) T (*S c ) , and note that *S c is a scalar.
Positively Weighted Composites for the Visible Tier
This section extends the initially professed objectives of this appendix beyond restriction in range corrections and the conversion of Betas to u and k values. We will now discuss the methodology for selecting the "best" positively weighted composites where best is defined in terms of maximizing the multiple correlation coefficient of a set of tests with the criterion.
The surest way to find this best positively weighted composite from a set of n tests is to compute the Betas and validity coefficients for every possible combination of n tests, then successive levels: for n-1 tests, then n-2 tests, …to 2 tests ---rejecting any combination of tests that has one or more negative weights. There is no need to actually consider all of these combinations since there comes a point in this process where all multiple correlation coefficients (Rs) for succeeding levels are lower than the highest R in a prior level.
The multiple-correlation coefficient, R, corresponding to each set of Betas is computed for each combination whether or not all of the weights are positive. Clearly, if the R for each combination of m-1 tests, negative weights permitted, was less than the highest R for m positively weighted subtests computed from the combinations considered at the prior level, the stopping point has been reached. After the stopping criterion has been reached, the set of subtests with all positively weighted coefficients that provides the maximum R is selected as the very best set and these weights become the B-weights for the associated subtests. All other tests are given a weight of zero in the composite associated with the specified job family.
